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1*** 

� Audio question (audio removed)- Clip 
from the song “Hai preet jaha ki reet 
jaha”. A comment, followed by some 
verses about which number precede this 
song? 



Zero 



2 

�  On whose grave would you find this equation 
inscribed? 



Stephen Hawking 



3 

� What are the names of the two bones 
(highlighted in red)? (0.5+0.5) 



Radius, Trapezium 



4 
� The Mars Climate Orbiter was a robotic 

space probe launched by NASA in 1998 
to study the Martian climate, atmosphere 
and surface changes. Communication 
with the orbiter was permanently lost as it 
went into orbital insertion. What was 
determined to be the reason behind the 
orbital insertion failure? 



Measurement mismatch between 
Metric and Imperial units 

� Measurement mismatch between two 
software systems- one using metric and the 
other using imperial units. 



5 
�  In the novel “If Tomorrow Comes” by Sydney 

Sheldon, Jeff Stevens- a con artist- fools his 
brother-in-law and his friends to part with 
250,000 dollars by selling them a computing 
device called the SUCABA. He describes the 
mathematical computer thus: “SUCABA has 
been extensively tested, is inexpensive, 
trouble-free, and uses less power than any 
computer currently on the market. SUCABA will 
require no maintenance or parts for a minimum 
period of ten years.” Adding that he doesn’t 
own the patent to the device. What do the 
buyers ultimately get for the princely sum of a 
quarter of a million dollars?  



An Abacus 



6 

� Audio question (audio removed). Clip 
from a song called “Jiggery Pokery”. 

� This is a song by a band named after 
which mathematical formulation? What is 
being described in the song clip? (Half 
points each) 



Duckworth Lewis method 
Ball of the century- By Shane 
Warne to Mike Gatting 



7*** 
�  The pen name of this 

gentleman is derived from 
a non mathematical work 
of which mathematician? 



Omar Khayyam 
� He is H H Munro who took his pen name  

Saki from The Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam. 



8 
�  If a Patti consists of 1 Gaja, 1 Ratha, 1 

Ashwa and 5 Padati; a Senamukha of 3 
Patti; a Gulma of 3 Senamukha; Gana, 
Wahini, Pritana, Chamu and Anikini each 
consisting of numbers 3 times the 
preceding one; what does 10 Anikini 
comprise of/ is called? 



Akshauhini 

� There were 7 akshauhinis in Pandava’s 
army while there were 11 in the Kaurava’s 
army in the Mahabharata war. 



9 

� Name of the artwork? Painter? 



Newton 
By William Blake 



10*** 
� The Devil and Arthur Flagg is a short story by 

Arthur Porges written in 1954. In the story, 
Flagg sets the Devil a task to be done within 
24 hours, failing which he is guaranteed 
health and happiness as long as Flagg lives. 
What task does Flagg set the Devil, 
something the author may have avoided, 
had he written the story around half a 
century later? 



To prove Fermat’s Last 
Theorem 

�  It was proved by Andrew Wiles in 1995 



11 
Audio question (audio removed). Song- Beat pe 
booty. 
Further on in the song, we encounter the 
following lines- 
 “Tere jaisa na hai koi 
Tu hai million me one girl 
Saari duniya chakkar khati hai 
Jab karti hai tu swirl. 
  
Roll karti jaise barrel 
_________ wala ______ 
Kar doon internet pe viral 
Tere thumke, tere swirl.” 
Fill in the two blanks to give me a two word term.  



FIBONACCI SPIRAL 



12 
� ____,  
� 87539319,  
� 6963472309248,  
� 48988659276962496, 
� 24153319581254312065344.   
 
� Give me the preceding blank as well as a 

means of transport (half marks each). 



1729, Taxicab (numbers) 



13 
�  It is a form of divination based upon 

assigning numerical value to a word or a 
phrase. In the Harry Potter series, it is a 
subject taught by Professor Septima 
Vector. What am I talking about? 



Arithmancy 



14*** 

� What does this stamp depict? 



Pythagoras Theorem 



15 
�  “There are three sources of gravity, each being 

orthogonal to the two others. Each inhabitant lives in 
one of the gravity wells, where normal physical laws 
apply. There are sixteen characters, spread between 
each gravity source, six in one and five each in the 
other two. The apparent confusion of the lithograph 
print comes from the fact that the three gravity 
sources are depicted in the same space. The 
structure has seven stairways, and each stairway can 
be used by people who belong to two different 
gravity sources. “ 

�  Which work of art is being described here- something 
that has been referenced in movies as well as TV 
shows like The Simpsons and Futurama? Also name 
the artist.  



Relativity, M C Escher 



16 

�  Video question. Replaced with a still pic. Who 
is this tabla player talking about the fields of 
music and mathematics? 



Manjul Bhargava 
� Fields medallist 2014 



17 

� What punny name is given to these “literary 
undertakings” taking into account what they are 
and what they help to do? 



Piems (π+ Poem) 



18 

� Historically, the first specific _____ ____ _______ 
to receive extended study was the one 
involving the Moon, Earth, and the Sun. It is 
also the name of a Hugo award winning novel 
that deals with a similar issue and whose name 
is the same as the blanked out words. Give me 
the three blanked out words. 



Three Body Problem 



19 

�  This gentleman tried out for the 1948 London 
Olympics marathon and placed 5th in the trials 
with a time only 11 minutes slower than the 
eventual British silver medallist-Thomas Richards. 
He is said to have occasionally run 40 miles to 
London to attend meetings. When asked why he 
ran so hard in training he replied: “I have such a 
stressful job that the only way I can get it out of 
my mind is by running hard; it’s the only way I 
can get some release.”  

�  Which enigmatic personality are we talking 
about? 



Alan Turing 



20*** 
�  The pioneer plaques 

are a pair of gold 
a n o d i z e d p l a q u e s 
placed on board the 
Pioneer 10 and 11 
spacecrafts featuring 
a pictorial message, in 
c a s e  t h e y  a r e 
i n t e r c e p t e d  b y 
i n t e l l i g e n t 
extraterrestr ia l l i fe. 
What do these 14 lines 
i n  t h e  p l a q u e s 
denote? 



Distance of 14 pulsars from the 
Sun/ Co-ordinates of the Sun in 
the galaxy 


